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Northwest Syria Update 

26-31 January 2020 

Introduction: The Syrian Civic Platform monitored the situation in the Northwest of Syria from 26 to 31 

January, 2020, and will update Syrian and international actors on the situation. This reflects the concerns 

that Syrian civilians have in those areas being targeted by the Syrian Regime and Russia. 

This report monitors the humanitarian and field conditions in Northwestern Syria in the period from 26 

to 31 January in areas outside the control of the Regime in Idlib Governorate, South and West Aleppo 

Governorate, Western Hama countryside, and Lattakia countryside. This area is inhabited by more than 

3.5 million people. 

The Northwest is still suffering from the shelling and war operations launched by the Regime and Russia. 

Regime forces took control of large areas in the South and East of Idlib and attacks are also continuing 

in the Southern and Western countryside of Aleppo, which has led to the displacement of more than 

two hundred thousand people from their homes as well as a large number of victims. 

Semi-stability was observed in the exchange rate of the Syrian pound against the US dollar at 1,100 SP 

per dollar, which increased the prices of most commodities and weakened commercial movement. A 

clear decline in people’s mobility in the markets has also been observed causing major economic 

problems such as rampant poverty and unemployment. These issues are particularly challenging in the 

midst of winter and the increasing need of people to acquire heating fuel. In these difficult 

circumstances, people have been resorting to replacing fuel by burning clothes, used shoes, tires and 

plastic waste, despite its great harm to human health. 

There has been a continuing rise in fuel prices in the Northwest, where a liter of diesel has been recorded 

to cost 860 SP, while the price of domestic gas pipelines rose to 12,000 SP. 

 

Field conditions : 

Southern and Eastern Idlib: The Syrian Regime forces have continued their military campaign on the 

East and South of Idlib supported by Russian forces. This military campaign has been accompanied by 

fierce shelling by Russian and Syrian warplanes, attacks by Regime forces' ground forces and helicopters. 

The table shows the locations that have been subjected to intense daily shelling. 

Idlib Southern and Eastern countryside: The target areas of the bombing 

Marrat Nu’man Taftanaz Al-Bara Kafarrouma Maarshorin 

Deir Sharqi Maarshimarin Maasaran Khan Alsubul Deir Sunbul 

Mardikh Maardibsa Al-Hamdiya Bsida Babila 

Al-Ghdfa Al-Dana Hantoutin Deir Gharbi Ariha 

Saraqib Arnaba Jouzif Tall Al-Naby Mentif 

Benin Abo Jref Kafar Nobl Maarshimsha Benin 

Heesh Hass Sarja Ihsem Talminnis 
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Meraian Maarzita Tall Kursian Al-Jarada Al-Shatouriya 

Kafar Ammim Dadikh Sheikh Idrees Kafar Batikh Shinan 

Al-Rweha Samga Rayyan Al-Mastouma Al-Qarmid 

Bzabour Kafar Awid Sfouhin Marret Hurma Kafarsijna 

Joubas Bsaqla Al- Arbain Al-Trunba Al-Maghara 

Mejdalia Ferkia Tarmala Al-Rami Kafarlata 

    Alnerab 

   

The Regime forces also bombarded the towns of Sarja, Kafar Batikh, and Khan Subul with missiles loaded 

with cluster bombs on 28 January 2020. 

As a result of this fierce campaign, the Regime forces and their allies were able to control 45 villages, 

towns, and the largest city, Marrat al-Nu’man on the Damascus-Aleppo road. 

Idlib Southern and Eastern countryside: Areas controlled by the Regime forces and their allies 

Marrat Nu’man Talminnis Maarshimsha Deir Sharqi Deir Gharbi 

Maarshimarin Maarata Al-Ghadfa Maarshorin Al-Zaalani 

Al-Dana Wadi Dhef Heesh Al-Hamdiya Kafarrouma 

Babolin Kafarbasin Maasran Bsida Tall Sheikh 

Kherbet Mezian Al-Sawamea Tqana Maarhatat Al-Salhiya 

Dar Al-salam Ain Helban Al-Jarada Hantoutin Al-Qahera 

Al-Rweha Khan Subul Maardibsa Tall Al-Dibis Abo Jref 

Al-Hartamiya Qamhana Tall Khatra Tall Msetef Kursian 

Al-Kanayis Kafar Mazda Jbala Mouqa Al-Aamoudiya 

 

Southern, Western, and Northern Aleppo: The military campaign launched by the Regime forces and 

backed by its Russian and Iranian allies, continued on the Southern and Western Aleppo regions.  

The area is witnessing clashes and the fiercest bombing campaign in the region.  

Towns are being bombed by Russian and Syrian warplane and there are Regime forces on the ground 

along with Regime helicopters.  

The table below lists the areas subjected to daily bombardments with various types of weapons. 
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Southern and Western Aleppo countryside: The target areas of the bombing 

Al-Mansoura Kafar Dael Khan Al-Assal Kafarnaha Al-Fouj  

Tqad Arhab Orm Al-Kubra Daret Azza Al-Bawwabiya 

Bshantra Jidraya Al-Kamari Reef Muhandesin Khan Touman 

Khalsa Zetan Al-Rashidin Kafar Hamra Tallet Shwehni 

Awejel Kafarnouran Al-Icarda Al-Liramoun Al-Hmera 

Jamiet Zahraa Al-Mallah Maaret Artiq Al-Bohouth Elmiya Om Ataba 

Hretan Al-Qarasi Al-Eis Al-Zerba Al-Qasimiya 

Al-Qalaajiya Barna Al-Barq Sheikh Ali Al-Atarib 

 Mezanaz Ainjara Al-Abzemo Sheikh Sleman 

  

As a result of this campaign, the Regime forces and their allies were able to control the following areas 

in the South and West of Aleppo: 

Southern and Western Aleppo countryside: Areas controlled by the Regime forces and their allies 

Khan Touman Khan Touman Stores Al-Khadiya Rujm Tloul 

Huzmur Kherbet Khars Jamiet Sahafiyin 
Al-Rashidin Al-

Khamisa 
Maarata 

    Tall Zetoun 

 

Western Idlib: Russian warplanes bombed the village of Maraand in the West of Idlib on 26 January, 

without causing casualties.  

The Western Idlib countryside also witnessed intermittent artillery shelling by the Regime's land forces, 

which targeted the following areas: 

Western Idlib: Artillery target areas 

Jisr Al-Shughour Al-Janoudiya Al-Zainiya Maraand Bdama 

 

Northwestern Hama: Russian warplanes bombed the Al-Sermaniya village with missiles 27-28 January. 

Also, some villages in the Northwestern countryside of Hama witnessed intermittent artillery shelling by 

the Regime's ground forces.  

Northwest Hama: Artillery target areas 

Al-Hawija Al-Ziyara Al-Sermaniya Al-Mshiyek Zezoun Al-Qarqour 
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Northeast Lattakia: The region is witnessing intermittent clashes between the Regime forces and its 

allies and the Opposition forces, without any changes in ground control. 

Victims 

The number of victims during the period from 26-31 January was 42 civilian deaths, in addition to a 

greater number of wounded. 

Dead          42 

Children Women Men 

7 9 26 

 

Displacement movement 

The total number of displaced people in the Northwest, during the period from 21 to 31 January, reached 

more than 191,000 people. 

The total number of displaced people since 1 November 2019 to 31 January 2020 is 650,764 people, as 

shown in the table below. 

Numbers of displaced people 

 Idlib Aleppo 

21-31 January 2020 143,224 93,047 

1 November 2019 to 31 January 2020 530,990 119,774 

 

The displaced people headed towards the Northern countryside of Idlib near the Turkish border. A large 

portion of them also headed towards the Northern countryside of Aleppo (the areas of the Euphrates 

Shield and the Olive Branch). 

The Northern countryside of Idlib is witnessing a very large displaced population massing near the 

Turkish border. This exceeds the area’s absorptive capacity with newly displaced people taking refuge in 

agricultural lands and mountains as well as in the open air. In some villages, some of the displaced have 

been housed in schools and mosques. 

The displaced people in the Northern regions suffer from difficult humanitarian conditions in light of the 

cold and rain and the weak response of organizations to the humanitarian needs of the displaced, 

particularly shelter, food, education, water, sanitation and heating fuel. The the majority of the displaced 

are still without shelter, or live in tents on the agricultural lands and mountains. 

Education 

The education sector is still suffering from paralysis and almost a complete cessation of the educational 

process, particularly after the European Union suspended its funding to the education sector in Idlib. 
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This had been covering 65% of the total aid provided to education from the Manahel Project for the 

Kimonex organization. 

The continuous and repeated displacement of people has cast a shadow over the educational process in 

terms of displaced students, as well as the inability of schools in the host areas to absorb the large and 

increasing numbers of students. 

With the huge increase in the numbers of the displaced, some community activities in some areas 

resorted to housing the displaced in schools and public facilities, and this portends a catastrophe that 

will lead to the cessation of the entire educational process as the numbers of the displaced continue to 

rise. 


